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Abstract—Both audio steganography and network steganography are belong to modern steganography. Audio steganography has a
large capacity. Network steganography is difficult to detect or track. In this paper, a multi-layer steganographic method based on
the collaboration of them (MLS-ATDSS&NS) is proposed. MLS-ATDSS&NS is realized in two covert layers (audio steganography
layer and network steganography layer) by two steps. A new audio time domain segmented steganography (ATDSS) method is
proposed in step 1, and the collaboration method of ATDSS and NS is proposed in step 2. The experimental results showed that the
advantage of MLS-ATDSS&NS over others is better trade-off between capacity, anti-detectability and robustness, that means
higher steganographic capacity, better anti-detectability and stronger robustness.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of information technology, there is an urgent problem to be solved, that is how to transmit
information securely and effectively. The traditional secure communication technology is to encrypt the information. Its
security mainly depends on the complexity of the encryption algorithm and the length of the key. But with the continuous
improvement of computing power, especially the emergence of supercomputing clusters, it fails to guarantee the security only
by increasing the key’s length. As a novel way of covert communication, information hiding technology provides an effective
way.
In the field of information hiding, there is a very important aspect, called steganography. Steganography is a technique that
embeds secret information into a carrier for the purpose of covert communication. Up to now, modern steganography mainly
include several types such as Network steganography, digital media steganography, etc.
Among these types, digital media steganography appears earlier, which is an important branch of modern steganography.
Classifing digital media steganography by the carrier, it mainly includes image steganography, audio steganography and video
steganography. The goal of image steganography is to deceive the Human Visual System (HVS). Similarly, the goal of audio
steganography is to deceive the Human Auditory System (HAS). The HAS is more sensitive than the HVS in distinguishing
minor distortions. Therefore, it is more difficult to hide the secret information in the audio signal. However, due to the large
redundant of an audio file, the steganographic capacity of audio steganography is higher than that of image steganography.
While steganography is developing, steganalysis is evolving too. Until now, there are so many steganalysis techniques to
detect audio steganography. Yang proposed a detection method based on HCF Statistical Features which is called MIDI
steganalysis [1] to detect audio LSB steganography. Xie proposed a detection method based on PN sequence estimation [2] to
analyse audio spread spectrum steganography. A blind detection algorithm [3] proposed by Wang is to detect audio transform
domain steganography. All these detection methods make the audio-based covert communication unsafe if only a single audio
steganographic method is used.
Another important branch of modern steganography is network steganography. Network steganography arose since about
20 years ago. Compared with digital media steganography, the superiority of network steganography is stronger antidetectability. But the disadvantage of it is lower capacity.
In order to improve the security of covert communication, a new multi-layer steganographic method (MLS-ATDSS&NS)
is proposed in this paper, which is based on the collaboration of audio time domain segmented steganography (ATDSS) and
network steganography (NS). The new audio steganography which called ATDSS is proposed firstly. Then, the collaboration
method of ATDSS and NS is described. At last, several experiments is conducted. The experimental results showed that the
proposed method MLS-ATDSS&NS gives a good performance in capacity, anti-detectability and robustness.
This paper is organized as follows. The related work is introduced in Section II, including audio steganography, network
steganography, and multi-layer steganography. In section III, the proposed methods are presented. Experimental results and
analysis are presented in section IV, followed by a conclusion in section V.
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II.

RELATED WORKS

A. Audio Steganography
Bender’s research in 1996 showed that the HAS has a large spectral range, and its differential range is quite small [4].
Therefore, the high volume sound will cover the low volume sound. Apart from this, the HAS can senses the relative phase,
but it can’t perceive the absolute phase. These two limitations are the basis of audio steganography. In addition to the above
two limitations, the advantage of taking an audio file as a carrier is that there are a large data redundancy, which means it can
be embedded in a large amount of information. Some studies showed that all the works of Shakespeare could be embedded in
an 8 minutes song. The audio been embedded in secret information is called stego audio. Audio steganography mainly includes
the time domain steganography and the transform domain steganography according to the embedded domain. Time domain
steganography contains many methods, such as the least significant bit (LSB) method, echo concealment (EC) method, phase
encoding (PE) method and spread spectrum (SS) method, etc.
The LSB method is a simple but most widely used steganographic method. It directly replaces one least significant bit of a
carrier with one secret information bit. The advantages of the LSB method are large embedding capacity, implemental ease,
and strong anti-detectability. But it defect is weak robustness. The stego audio will be severely damaged after a simple signal
processing, so that it is difficult to extract the complete secret information. But if the robustness of the LSB method is
improved, its anti-detectability will be reduced. Many researchers were constantly looking for a trade-off between robustness
and anti-detectability [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. But there was no effective way to solve this problem.
The EC method utilizes the time domain masking effect of the HAS. It embeds the data covertly by changing the initial
amplitude, decay rate and offset of the echo [4, 9, 10, 11]. The PE method utilizes the characteristic that HAS is sensitive to
relative phase but not sensitive to absolute phase [13, 14]. The SS method is to spread the secret information in spectrum as
many as possible [15]. This method has stronger robustness and better anti-detectability than the other three time domain
steganographic methods.
The advantages of the time domain steganography are implemental ease and large capacity. But its flaw is weak robustness
so that it can’t resist the attack effectively on the carrier. In order to improve the robustness of the time domain steganography,
many researchers began to pay attention to the transform domain steganography. There are 3 commonly used transformations,
that is discrete Fourier transform (DFT), discrete cosine transform (DCT), and discrete wavelet transform (DWT).
DFT is a classical and effective mathematical tool which can be used in steganography [18, 19]. DCT has a good energy
aggregation characteristic, and it is easy to achieve in the digital signal processor [20, 21]. But now, DWT has become one of
the most important research directions of digital media steganographic method, especially in audio steganography [23, 24]. It
gives a good localized performance both on the time domain and the frequency domain.
B. Network Steganography
The concept of network steganography was first proposed by Szczypiorski [26]. After that, steganographic carrier can no
longer be digital media, but may be other types, such as computer network data packets, frames, etc. Nowadays, network
steganography has become a new important branch of information hiding. Over the last decade, a large number of network
steganographic methods appeared explosively. Most of them is on the basis of redundancy. According to classification based
on steganography pattern proposed by Wendzel et al. [27], network steganography can be divided into four categories: storage
method, timing method, hybrid method, and transform domain method. Among them, storage method and timing method are
the most widely used methods.
The storage method can hide the secret information both in the user data (payload) and in the protocol field (non-payload),
such as the structure of PDU is modified [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40], and the structure of PDU is
remained except the header fields [41, 42, 31, 43].
The timing method can encode the secret information by changing the sending rate of packet [44, 45, 46, 47], inter-packet
delay [48, 49, 50, 51], and changing the order of packet [52, 53, 54, 55], etc.
Seo pointed out that network steganography has three advantages over digital media steganography [56]. Firstly, network
steganography has better anti-detectability. So it is suitable as a covert channel. Secondly, the secret information life cycle is
shorter, which means not easy to leave traces. Thirdly, the bandwidth of network steganography is more flexible and not
limited to the size of the carrier file. Network steganography can take many different forms, at different layers of the Internet
stack by adopting different embedding schemes. Seo argues that there is no clear countermeasure or a one-to-many solution
that can effectively detect all network steganography covert channels [56]. Network steganography has become an effective
way to transmit secret information securely and effectively.
C. Multi-Level Steganography
Multi-level steganography method was first proposed by Al-Najjar et al. [57]. They embedded a bait picture into the LSB
of the carrier, while the real secret information was hidden in the LSB of the bait picture to achieve multi-level steganography.
Fraczek pointed out that multi-level steganography is a new method of deep hiding technology [58]. Multi-level steganography
uses features of an existing steganographic method (the upper-level method) to create a new one (the lower-level method). This
method will enhance the anti- detectability of covert communication. Samir extended the concept of multi-level steganography
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and applied it to audio steganography [59]. He proposed a method that can transmit two kinds of secret information in a single
carrier at the same time. In the first level, the first secret information was embedded in the carrier file. Then he got a file
containing the first secret information. In the second level, the file generated in the first level was used as a carrier. The second
secret information was embedded in it. At last, there was a file containing two kinds of secret information.
III.

THE PROPOSED METHOD

Figure 1. the basic idea of the proposed multi-layer steganographic method

As mentioned in section II, audio steganography has a large capacity while network steganography has a good antidetectability and is difficult to be detected or tracked. Based on the idea of multi-level steganography and expanding it, a multilayer steganographic method based on the collaboration of both the two steganography methods is proposed. As Fig. 1 shows,
the proposed method transmit the secret information in two covert layers. One is in the audio steganography layer, the other is
in the network steganography layer. The content being transmitted in the audio steganography layer is the audio file A’ which
contain a secret information S. Meanwhile the content being transmitted in the network steganography layer is data packet P’
which contain key. The key is used to extract the secret information from A’.
A. Audio Time Domain Segmented Steganography (ATDSS)
As described in section II, two main branches of audio steganography are the time domain method and the transform
domain method. Therefore, the segmented steganographic method should also contain the time domain segmented
steganography and the transform domain segmented steganography. In this paper, we mainly focus on the audio time domain
segmented steganography (ATDSS).

Figure 2. the basic idea of ATDSS

The basic idea of the ATDSS is shown in Fig. 2. The carrier is divided into several segments on the time domain and the
information is also divided into several parts with the same amount. The information parts are embedded into carrier segments
one by one and the imbedding methods are different from each other. As Fig. 2 shows, the carrier is divided into 3 segments.
The embedding process can be described as follows.
1. Divide the carrier A into 3 segments, i.e. A 1 , A 2 , A 3
2. Divide the secret information S into 3 segments, i.e. S 1 , S 2 , S 3 .
3. Embed S 1 into A 1 with method R 1 , Embed S 2 into A 2 with method R 2 , Embed S 3 into A 3 with method R 3 . Then each
segment contains one of the three parts of the secret information.
4. Reassemble the 3 segments together and get a new audio file A’.
5. Transmit this new audio file A’ which contains all the secret information to the covert receiver
The covert sender and the covert receiver should agree on the segmentation point and the steganographic method used for
each segment in advance. After the covert receiver successfully receiving the audio file A’, he extracts the secret information
from A’ according to the agreement.
B. The Collaboration Method of ATDSS and NS
In Section III, the ATDSS method has been described. If the covert receiver wants to extract the secret information
successfully, he must know the segmentation point and the steganographic method used for each segment exactly. Here the
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segmentation point and the steganographic method used for each segment is called the key. It is a critical issue to study that
how to transmit the key from the covert sender to the covert receiver. One way is to embed the key into the same carrier which
the steganography has been embedded. But it will reduce the effective steganographic capacity. There is another way, that is,
both sides of the covert channel guarantee that they hold the same key before each communication. But it will bring additional
unnecessary overhead and increase the risk of key disclosure.

Figure 3. the basic idea of the collaboration method of ATDSS and network steganography

To solve the problem of key delivery, we propose a multi-layer steganographic method based on the collaboration of audio
steganography and network steganography. The secret information is transmitted in audio steganography layer. Meanwhile the
key is delivered in network steganography layer.

Figure 4. example of dividing the carrier directly

Suppose that 3 audio steganographic methods, e.g. M 1 , M 2 , M 3 is selected. The basic idea of the proposed method is shown
in Fig. 3. Since the secret information and the key are transmitted in 2 channels, the covert receiver may receive some A’s and
some keys at the same time. If he wants to extract the secret information successfully, he must find the right key to match an A’.
Here the MD5 message digest is used as a unique identifier to mark the A’s. It’s worth noting that this article is not studying
some kind of audio steganographic method, but focus on the collaboration mechanism between audio steganography and
network steganography. So the 3 selected audio steganographic methods has been proposed by some other reseachers.

Figure 5. Zigzag Scan

The proposed method has two processes. One is embedding process, the other is extracting process (shown in Fig. 3).
Suppose that the size of the secret information is S V , and the capacity of the carrier is C. Generally, S V < C. The Multi-Layer
Steganographic Method Based on Collaboration of Audio Time Domain Segmented Steganography and Network
Steganography (MLS-ATDSS&NS) are described in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1. MLS-ATDSS&NS

Input: the audio file A as a carrier, the secret information S, 3 kinds of steganographic method M 1 , M 2 , M 3
Output: the audio file A’ containing the secret, the key to extract secret information from A
1: Divide the carrier A into n segments with equal size. Mark each segment as A i (i=1, 2,...n). Record the segmented
breakpoint location as D 12 , D 23 , D 34 ,..., D (n−1)n . Divide the secret information S into n segments with equal size.
Mark each segment as S i (i=1, 2,...n).
2: Embed the ith segment of secret information S i into the ith segment of carrier A i with method R i . R i is defined
by R i = random(M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ). Then, get n segments of the audio file. Mark each segment as A’ i (i=1, 2,...n).
3: Reassemble the n segments of the audio file and get A’ containing the whole secret information S. Send A’ to the
covert receiver.
4: Calculate the MD5 message digest of A’.
5: Generate the key. The key is a sequence defined as (MD5, R 1 , D 12 , R 2 , D 23 ,..., R n−1 , D (n−1)n , R n ).
6: Covertly transmit the key to the covert receiver using network steganography.
7: The covert receiver gets the key and A’. At first, extract the MD5 meaasge digest from the key and use it to
match A’. Secondly, divide A’ into n segments again with the segmented breakpoint location D 12 , D 23 , D 34 ,...,
D (n−1)n . Thirdly, extract ith part of secret information S i from ith segement A’ i according the steganographic method
R i . At last, reassemble all the S i and get the secret information S.

It is important to note that the segmentation of the carrier on the time domain does not mean to segment the audio file
directly (shown in Fig. 4). The correct way is to convert it into an array and then divide the array into several segments. The
advantage of this segmentation method is that the segmented breakpoint location can be accurately recorded and the secret
information can be extracted easily.
Generally speaking, the secret information is a text or an image. If we need covertly transmit a text, we convert it into 1dimensional array directly. If we need to covertly transmit an image, we should firstly transform it from 2-dimensional data to
1-dimensional data. In this paper, the Zigzag Scan is used to perform it (as shown in Fig. 5).
In Algorithm 1, the key is a sequence defined as
(MD5, R 1 , D 12 , R 2 , D 23 , ..., R n−1 , D (n−1)n , R n ) (1)

Figure 3. the format of key

The size of MD5 message digest is 128 bits. We use 8 bits to record the segmented breakpoint location and 3 bits to
represent the steganographic method. Then the format of key is shown in Fig. 6. As the number of segments increases, the
length of key increases.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES

The proposed method has been achieved mainly by using Matlab platform and Scapy, which will be introduced in the
following part. First, a feasibility verification is conducted. Second, the capacity, anti-detectability, and robustness of the
proposed method is analyzed.
A. Experiment Environment
The experiment environment is as follows.
a. Network environment: 100Mb/s switched Ethernet, LAN, two hosts (One is the covert sender, which IP address is
192.168.1.17. The other is the covert receiver, which IP address is 192.168.1.18).
b. Host configuration: Windows 7 64-bit systems, Intel Core i5-2300 CPU, 8G memory, 100Mbps NIC.
c. Tools: Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0, Matlab R2013b , WinPcap development kit, Python 2.6.3, Scapy2.3.1.
d. The secret information: 255*255 grayscale image, the name is ’lena.bmp’.
e. The carrier: 4 minutes and 20 seconds of a two-channel stereo music, sampling frequency 44.1KHz, 16bit quantication,
the name is ’music.wav’.
f. Evaluation indictors selection:
Bit Error Rate (BER): BER is used to measure the percentage of the number of different bits between the extracting secret
information and the original secret information after the carrier having been attacked. The smaller the BER is, the better the
robustness will be.
Normalized Coefficient (NC): NC is used to measure the similarity between the extracting secret information and the
original secret information after the carrier has been attacked. The bigger the NC is, the better the robustness will be.
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): PSNR is used to measure the anti-detectability of the carrier. The higher the PSNR is,
the better the anti-detectability of the carrier will be.
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B. Feasibility Verification
Feasibility verification of the proposed method is carried out first. In the audio steganography layer, 3 audio steganographic
methods have been chosen as alternative methods, namely simple LSB method, DWT-based method and RLE & IWT-based
method. As described in section 2.1, simple LSB method is the earliest and most commonly used steganographic method. The
advantages of this method are its large capacity, implemental ease, and good anti-detectability. But its robustness is poor.
DWT-based method improve simple LSB method by replacing LSB of wavelet coefficients with secret information. The
robustness of DWT-based method is better than that of simple LSB method. RLE & IWT-based method was a new audio
steganographic method proposed by Liu in 2017 [60]. In the network steganography layer, we select TMPCNSM as network
steganographic method. This method was proposed by Xue in 2017 [61]. Its steganographic bandwidth is 3.79 bits/packet.
Two hosts in the LAN are used to do the experiment for 100 times. The result is recorded in Table I. In 50 experiments
among them, the carrier is divided into 2 segments on the time domain (n = 2). We use simple LSB method and DWT-based
method respectively to embed part of secret information in 2 segments. In the other 50 experiments, the carrier is divided into 3
segments on the time domain (n = 3). We use 3 methods (DWT-based method, RLE & IWT-based method, simple LSB
method) respectively to embed part of secret information in 3 segments.
TABLE I.

THE RESULT OF FEASIBILITY VERIFICATION

Times
n=2

50

n=3

50

Methods
simple LSB,
DWT
DWT, RLE
& IWT,
simple LSB

Average
Traffic

Extraction
BER(%)

142 bits

0

153 bits

0

Among the 100 experiments, the secret information can be successfully embedded in the carrier. Regardless of the factors
such as external attack or interference, the BER of the extracted secret information is 0.
Through the feasibility verification, it is proved that the proposed method can realize the ATDSS in audio steganography
layer and covert transmission in network steganography layer. The covert receiver can successfully extract the secret
information after receiving the contents transmitted from the audio covert channel and the network covert channel respectively.
Among the 100 experiments, the secret information can be successfully embedded in the carrier. Regardless of the factors such
as external attack or interference, the BER of the extracted secret information is 0.
C. Capacity Analyses
The steganographic capacity is also referred to as data embedding payload, which measures the amount of secret
information that can be hidden in carrier per unit length. It is usually represented by bit rate (bit per-second, bps), that is, the
bits number of the secret information that can be embedded in carrier per second.
The audio steganographic method of modifying the LSB on the audio time domain is mainly to embed the secret
information in the LSB of the time domain signal or other bits that do not affect the audio anti-detectability. While audio
steganography based on wavelet domain mostly embeds the secret information into the wavelet coefficients in a one-to-one
relationship. The number of wavelet coefficients determines the embedding capacity. Generally speaking, the steganographic
capacity of previous method is greater than that of the latter one. As shown in Table II, the steganographic capacity of simple
LSB method is greater than that of all other methods.
There are 3 important aspects to evaluate a steganographic method, i.e. the steganographic capacity, the anti-detectability
and the robustness. There is a trade-off between these three aspects. High capacity leas to poor anti-detectability. Therefore, the
anti-detectability of the transform domain based methods is superior to that of the time domain based methods. As Table II
indicates, no matter n = 2 or n = 3 is used, the steganographic capacity of the proposed method is greater than that of DWTbased method and RLE & IWT-based method, but less than that of simple LSB method. It means that the proposed method has
a certain capacity. Meanwhile, its anti-detectability keeps on a good level. More analysis of anti-detectability will be described
in the next section.
TABLE II.

Capacity
(bps)

STEGANOGRAPHIC CAPACITY

simple
LSB

DWT

RLE &
IWT

Our
method
(n = 2)

Our
method
(n = 3)

86767

19500

22940

53133

43069

In network steganography layer, the steganographic bandwidth of TMPCNSM method is 3.79bits/packet, which is higher
than that of most other network steganographic methods. More information about TMPCNSM can be referred in [61].
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D. Feasibility Verification

Figure 4. original audio compare with stego audio(n = 2)

In the image steganography, the change of the image can be observed to intuitively estimate the anti-detectability of the
steganographic method. Similarly, in the audio steganography, the waveforms before and after steganography can be compared
for anti-detectability evaluation with the assistance of HAS. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the difference between the original audio
and the stego audio (audio embedded secret information).
As Fig. 7 shows, when n = 2, there are 2 differences (Fig. 7(c) shows). It is mainly due to the fact that LSB method is used
to embed the secret information at the beginning of each segment causing a change in the sampling point. The rest part of
carrier is not embedded secret information, so the sampling point does not change, and there is no difference.

Figure 5. original audio compare with stego audio(n = 3)

In Fig. 8(c), there are 4 differences between original audio and stego audio. The first and forth tiny difference are due to
embed secret information using LSB. The second difference is caused by DWT-based method. The third difference is due to
the integer normalization of the coefficients before the integer wavelet transformation.
TABLE III.

PSNR

PSNR OF CARRIER

simple
LSB

DWT

RLE &
IWT

Our
method
(n = 2)

Our
method
(n = 3)

106.59

103.59

48.83

104.83

53.45

In addition to the use of subjective way for anti-detectability evaluation, some indicators can also be used to analyze it
objectively. There are many indicators for evaluating anti-detectability, such as MOS, AB method, and SNR, etc. In this paper,
PSNR is used as evaluating indicator. When the carrier embeds the secret information, the higher the PSNR of the carrier is,
the better the anti- detectability of the steganographic method will be. Table III shows the result of PSNR. When n = 2, the
PSNR of the proposed method is between simple LSB method and DWT-based method. Combined with Table II, it shows that
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the anti-detectability of the proposed method does not significantly decline, but the capacity increases. When n = 3, the PSNR
of the proposed method is higher than that of RLE & IWT-based method. The capacity of the proposed method is also higher
than that of RLE & IWT-based method. Comparing to the RLE & IWT-based method [60], both robustness and anti-detection
of the proposed method are improved.

Figure 6. the comparison of the original and extracted
information without attack

E. Robustness Analyses
Robustness reflects the ability to resist attack. Usually, BER and NC are used to measure robustness. The lower the BER is,
the stronger the robustness of the steganographic method will be. The greater the NC is, the stronger the robustness of the
steganographic method will be. In addition to using BER and NC to measure robustness, the PSNR of secret information
extracted from the carrier is calculated, which can also evaluate robustness. When the stego audio is not attacked, the extracted
information is exactly the same as the original information (Fig. 9). The BER is 0, and the NC is 1. Then, 5 common attacks
are selected to test the robustness of the steganographic method, i.e. the lift quantization, the reduced quantization, the upsampling, the down-sampling, and the noise attack.
1) Attack 1: Lift Quantization
The lift quantization of the 16-bit stego audio is carried out, that is, lift it to 32-bit and back to 16-bit. When n = 2, the
extracted information is shown in Fig. 10(b). When n = 3, the extracted information is shown in Fig. 10(c). Table IV shows the
results of indicators after the lift quantization.
TABLE IV.

THE RESULT AFTER LIFT QUANTIZATION

simple
LSB

DWT

RLE &
IWT

Our
method
(n = 2)

Our
method
(n = 3)

BER(%)

0

0

0

0

0

NC

1

1

1

1

1

PSNR

96.15

96.15

96.15

96.15

96.15

Figure 7. the comparison of the original and
extracted information after lift quantization
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As shown in Fig. 10 and Table IV, the proposed method can resist the lift quantization attack. No matter n = 2 or n = 3, the
extracted information can be correctly recognized.
2) Attack 2: Reduced Quantization

Figure 8. the comparison of the original and extracted information after reduced quantization

The reduced quantization of the 16-bit stego audio is carried out, that is, reduce it to 8-bit and back to 16-bit. When n = 2,
the extracted information is shown in Fig. 11(b). When n = 3, the extracted information is shown in Fig. 11(c). Table V shows
the results of indicators after reduced quantization.
TABLE V.

THE RESULT AFTER REDUCED QUANTIZATION

simple
LSB

DWT

RLE &
IWT

Our
method
(n = 2)

Our
method
(n = 3)

BER(%)

55.23

54.78

53.45

50.87

53.86

NC

0.8734

0.8832

0.9046

0.9127

0.9008

PSNR

5.7237

5.7681

5.842

5.8472

5.8876

As shown in Fig. 11, the proposed method can’t resist the reduced quantization attack. No matter n = 2 or n = 3, the
extracted information cannot be recognized. But in Table V, the BER of the proposed method is lower than that of other
method. Meanwhile the NC and PSNR is higher than others. It proves that the proposed method increases robustness.
3) Attack 3: Up-Sampling
The stego audio is up-sampled from original sampling rate 44.1kHz to 88.2kHz and then down-sampled it to 44.1kHz
again. When n = 2, the extracted information is shown in Fig. 12(b). When n = 3, the extracted information is shown in Fig.
12(c). Table VI shows the results of indicators after up-sampling.
TABLE VI.

THE RESULT AFTER UP-SAMPLING

simple
LSB

DWT

RLE &
IWT

Our
method
(n = 2)

Our
method
(n = 3)

BER(%)

50.07

50.12

9.7

49.9

34.38

NC

0.806

0.8121

0.954

0.8061

0.7768

PSNR

9.01

9.03

35.17

9.05

18.06
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Figure 9. the comparison of the original and extracted information after up-sampling

As shown in Fig. 12, when n = 2, the proposed method can’t resist the up-sampling attack. When n = 3, the proposed
method can partially resist it. That is, a part of the secret information can be extracted from the stego audio after being attacked.
As shown in Table VI, with n = 3, the robustness of the proposed method is better than that with n = 2.
4) Attack 4: Down-Sampling
The stego audio is down-sampled from original sampling rate 44.1kHz to 22.05kHz and then up-sampled it to 44.1kHz
again. When n = 2, the extracted information is shown in Fig. 13(b). When n = 3, the extracted information is shown in Fig.
13(c). Table VII shows the results of indicators after down-sampling.
TABLE VII.

THE RESULT AFTER DOWN-SAMPLING

simple
LSB

DWT

RLE &
IWT

Our
method
(n = 2)

Our
method
(n = 3)

BER(%)

49.17

49.45

0

49.31

32.47

NC

0.8057

0.8106

1

0.8071

0.8813

PSNR

9.1171

9.3114

96.1588

9.2245

11.6252

Figure 10. the comparison of the original and extracted information after down-sampling

As shown in Fig. 13, when n = 2, the proposed method can’t resist the up-sampling attack. When n = 3, the proposed
method can partially resist it. That is, a part of the secret information can be extracted from the stego audio after being attacked.
As shown in Table VII, when n = 3, the robustness of the proposed method is better than that when n = 2. By comparing Table
VI and Table VII, the BER after down-sampling attack is lower than that after up-sampling attack. And the NC after downsampling attack is higher than that after up-sampling attack. It means that the proposed method can resist down-sampling
attack better than up-sampling attack.
5) Attack 5: Noise Attack (SNR = 55dB)
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A white noise with 55dB is added to stego audio. When n = 2, the extracted information is shown in Fig. 14(b). When n = 3,
the extracted information is shown in Fig. 14(c). Table VIII shows the results of indicators after noise attack.
TABLE VIII.

THE RESULT AFTER NOISE ATTACK

simple
LSB

DWT

RLE &
IWT

Our
method
(n = 2)

Our
method
(n = 3)

BER(%)

49.86

50.09

0

49.87

33.45

NC

0.8047

0.8078

1

0.8063

0.873

PSNR

9.0184

9.0486

96.1588

9.0375

11.1018

Figure 11. the comparison of the original and extracted information after noise attack

As shown in Fig. 14, when n = 2, the proposed method can’t resist the noise attack. When n = 3, the proposed method can
partially resist it. That is, a part of the secret information can be extracted from the stego audio after being attacked. As shown
in Table VIII, with n = 3, the robustness of the proposed method is better than that with n = 2.
In summary, the robustness of the proposed method is related to the robustness of the steganographic method used in each
segment. If the steganographic method used in each segment is robust, then the proposed method is robust too. Vice versa.
This phenomenon reflects the difference between segments. Using this phenomenon, we can reorganize the secret information
properly. For the important part of the secret information, we should use a stronger robust method for embedding. Even the
stego audio is attacked, the covert receiver can also extract some useful information. For other unimportant parts, we can use a
less robust method for embedding. These parts can even become false information to confuse the eavesdropper.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The capacity, anti-detectability and robustness are three important elements of steganography. For a long period, many
scholars have been studying on how to enhance the capacity or purely improve the anti-detectability. But this promotion is at
the expense of reducing robustness. We propose a multi-layer method based on the collaboration of audio steganography layer
and network steganography layer (called MLS-ATDSS&NS). In audio steganography layer, the secret information is
embedded by using the proposed ATDSS method. In network steganography layer, the key is transmitted covertly by using
network steganographic method. Through analyses of experimental results, it is found that the proposed method can achieve a
higher steganographic capacity than others. At the same time, owe to the collaboration of multi-layer, the proposed method has
better anti-detectability and robustness. In the future, we will develop segmented steganography on transform domain.
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